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Chairperson’s Comments 
I sincerely hope that all of our members and their families have kept safe and well 
during the lock-down and I am sure everyone is as thankful as I am that we seem 
to be moving in a positive direction to return to normality. 

While we still have uncertainty and the government is still advising that we need 
to adhere to the social distancing rules of 1.5 m, density requirements within 
venues has been relaxed to one person per 2 square metres.  We are looking to 
reschedule the workshops, so please keep an eye on the Fauna Rescue Website 
for when bookings open.  Our AGM has been postponed to a date in September 
when we hope more restrictions will be removed.  I appreciate that the 
postponement of the workshops has caused some frustration, however, if you 
would like to move ahead with your training please contact a coordinator for the 
species you are interested in (See Species Contact List in the Members Section of 
the website at www.faunarescue.org.au), to see if there is a possibility to “buddy” 
you up with another experienced carer in your area so you can start to care for 
animals with this one-on-one training. 

I am pleased to be able to say that all the Flying-foxes that came into care over 
the heat stress events in November and December last year have been released 
back to the colony in Botanic Park.  We are currently support feeding the last of 
the released groups until they are strong enough to fly out to find their own food.  
Once they are all feeding on their own the release aviary will be dismantled.  
Great work to all the Bat Team and special thanks to Linda Collins (Flying-fox 
consultant) who has given so much of her time to advise the team on how best to 
achieve this successful result. 

I would like to take this opportunity to advise you all that Sue and Stuart 
Westover have resigned from Fauna Rescue after 29 years of membership.  Sue 
has held many committee positions over the years; Chairperson, Treasurer, 
Membership Officer, just to name a few and has also looked after many animals 
before finding her passion with Flying-foxes and Microbats. Stuart has also served 
on the committee in the past and has been an active member over the years.  Sue 
has moved on and is forming her own Bat rescue group and both myself and the 
committee wish her all the very best for the future.   

Please DO NOT use email to contact Fauna Rescue for wildlife that is injured, requires rescuing or re-locating. 
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING (AGM) 
Due to COVID-19 and the restrictions  in 
place on public gatherings the 
Government is granting a 6 month 
extension for associations to lodge 
periodic returns and hold AGMs. For 
further information please go to https://
www.cbs.sa.gov.au/news/information-

associations.  
We wish to advise that the Fauna 
Rescue AGM has been deferred 
until 27 September 2020. The  
Venue will be advised at a later date. 

Continued on Page 2 

https://www.cbs.sa.gov.au/news/information-associations
https://www.cbs.sa.gov.au/news/information-associations
https://www.cbs.sa.gov.au/news/information-associations
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FAUNA RESCUE WORKSHOPS 

As COVID-19 restrictions have eased we have rescheduled our workshops.  

Due to the necessity to cancel workshops over the past months, we expect there will be high demand for the 
rescheduled workshops. Therefore members wishing to attend will have priority before non-members. Please 
keep an eye on our website to book a place —https://www.faunarescue.org.au/ 

We are looking at venues that can cater for large numbers while still being COVID-19 safe.  There will no doubt 
be restrictions on the number of members we will be able to cater for so please book early to avoid 
disappointment. 

Bookings are currently open for the New Members Orientation Workshop on Sunday 26 July 2020,  
Venue: Masonic Hall, 1 Fisher Street, Tusmore SA 5065 from 11.00am to 3.00pm.  
PLEASE BOOK EARLY through the Fauna Rescue Website—https://www.faunarescue.org.au/ 

 
FUTURE 2020 WORKSHOP DATES: - Venues to be advised 

Please keep an eye on our Website https://www.faunarescue.org.au/ for when bookings open 

Sunday 2 August—Bat Workshop 

Sunday 16 August—Bird Workshop 

Sunday, 13 September—New Members Orientation Workshop 

Sunday, 27 September— AGM 

Chairperson’s Comments continued… 

Fauna Rescue will be continuing its support of the Flying-fox 
colony with a new Coordinating Team comprising Jackie Hunt, 
Ella Kuhnert and Katrina Boardman. 

We have been having some issues with a lack of phone 
operators. This has meant that the Fauna Rescue telephone 
hotline has been unmanned for periods when no one has been 
available to answer it.  The COVID19 lockdown has caused 
training to come to a standstill for phone operator volunteers 
also.  I can now advise that Sue Gredley and her team have 
been working very hard to rectify this problem and we have a 
number of new phone operators who have come on board to 
assist, with some currently in training whilst others are in the 
wings awaiting training.  We may well have the phones 
covered fully very soon.  In the meantime, the Hotline 
answering machine message is providing various phone 
numbers to contact for the various species in need. I would 
like to say a big thank you to Sue Gredley and the phone team 
and a huge welcome to all the new phone operators. 

I would also like to thank Jean – Newsletter editor for the 
great work she is doing in bringing the Newsletter out 
regularly so that we can communicate with members on a 
more regular basis.  It has been great to see “In from the Wild” 
return to a regular and informative form of communication.   
Great work Jean! 
Kindest regards 

Marie 

mobile 0413 272 062 email: marie.kozulic@optusnet.com.au 

Wildlife Rescue and COVID-19 

Fauna Rescue is following all SA Government directives 
and taking precautionary measures as advised by the SA 
Department of Health. 
Up-to-date information on COVID-19 can be found via 
the following link: https://www.covid-19.sa.gov.au/ 

RESTRICTIONS HAVE EASTED, BUT THERE’S NO 
ROOM FOR COMPLACENCY. 
We must still adhere to the physical distancing rules of 
1.5 m however density requirements within venues has 
been reduced to one person per 2 square metres. 
 

COVID-19 and WILDLIFE RESCUE 

• Please be aware that Fauna Rescue is likely to 
have fewer volunteers available to carry out 
rescues during this COVID-19 pandemic.  

 We thank you in advance for your patience and 
support.  

• If you find sick, injured or orphaned wildlife, please 
call the Fauna Rescue hotline on 8289 0896.  

• If you have found and captured a sick or injured 
native animal that needs urgent vet assistance, 
please phone your nearest vet prior to attending their 
clinic to discuss their current protocol and to 
establish if they are accepting wildlife or, 
alternatively, where you can obtain treatment.  

 

https://www.faunarescue.org.au/
https://www.faunarescue.org.au/
https://www.faunarescue.org.au/
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IMPORTANT 
NOTICES 

Treasury Policy—Expense Reimbursements 

The new Treasury Policy—Expense Reimbursements, 
has recently been uploaded to the Website. This 
includes example expense reimbursement claim forms 
and instructions on their completion.  
In the Members section of the website you will find the 
policy under Policies, with blank forms available under 
Notices/Lists/Forms. 
Just a reminder that Fauna Rescue has a new email 
address for submitting reimbursement claims. Please 
remember when submitting your claims to Leonie to 
please send a copy to treasurer@faunarescue.org.au. 
Thank you 

Animal Records  

It is very important that animal records are completed for all 
animals that come into care. Please complete as many details 
as possible and include the outcome; this could be “in care” 
“died” “euthanized” or “released”. 
What is also not so well known is that an animal record should 
be completed when you are just transporting an animal. The 
outcome in this instance would be “TRANSPORT ONLY”. 
You must put in Animal Records to be able to claim any food 
reimbursements and travel reimbursements. Animal Records 
are important so that we have a picture of how many animals 
we are dealing with annually. They are used when Fauna 
Rescue applies for grants, or funding, and by students for 
projects as well as University Research students. So please 
remember to put in your animal records. 

Tax Time:  
Please remember to submit your claims for Tax 
Deductible Receipts (TDRs) for food donations as soon 
as possible.  The claim form must be accompanied by 
supporting evidence of each transaction (tax invoices), 
and the relevant species must also be clearly stated. 
Please post documents to: 
P O Box 241, Modbury North  SA  5092  

YOUR FAUNA RESCUE MEMBERSHIP – SINGLE OR FAMILY?? 

We value those of you who undertake the care of animals, 
and rescue and transport them. 
Occasionally it is tempting to ask for help from a family 
member and, if this saves a little life and it goes well, then 
probably no-one will know. 
But to represent Fauna Rescue to members of the public, and 
to vets, and to be covered by Fauna Rescue insurance, you 
must be a member. So if yours is a single membership, think 
about upgrading to a family membership for an extra $10, and 
then everyone is covered? 

How? Please ring Marie Kozulic who is our hard working 
Memberships Officer, on 0413 272 062, and she will talk you 
through it. 

FRUIT FLY—VERY IMPORTANT NOTICE 

There have been a number of fruit fly outbreaks in and around 
Adelaide. PIRSA is currently carrying out fruit fly prevention 
spraying in and around infected areas.  
A property recently sprayed for such fruit fly prevention 
(which was not currently infected with fruit fly) backed on to a 
neighboring property where two possums, in care in an aviary, 
became ill. One possum has died whilst the other is 
recovering. The vet who treated the animals has indicated that 
the possum died of toxins in its system. 
We have been advised by PIRSA that the spray used to prevent 
fruit fly is organic and harmless.  It should be noted, however, 
that no chemicals or sprays used around animals can be 
guaranteed to be 100% safe and you have the right to refuse 
spaying of your property, unless you have a confirmed fruit fly 
outbreak. 
If you are caring for native wildlife it is suggested that you 
establish whether any fruit fly has been detected in your area 
and if any neighboring properties are being sprayed, by 
visiting: https://www.pir.sa.gov.au/biosecurity/
fruit_fly_in_sa/fruit_fly_outbreaks. 
If neighboring properties are being sprayed it is recommended 
that you relocate your animals to a safe distance whilst 
spraying is taking place and do not feed leaves or fruit from 
any affected areas.  
Please ensure that you always wash any leaves that you 
collect and feed to animals in your care. 
You should never use any chemical or insect spray around any 
wildlife in your care unless prescribed by a vet for medical 
reasons such as mites, fleas etc.  

Help for Refugee Wildlife 

If anyone is aware of locations, both on Kangaroo Island or  in the 
Adelaide Hills, where wildlife is seen but there is no food or water for 
them, please, please, contact Fauna Rescue. We are here to help. 

Email: info@faunarescue.org.au 

mailto:treasurer@faunarescue.org.au
https://www.pir.sa.gov.au/biosecurity/fruit_fly_in_sa/fruit_fly_outbreaks
https://www.pir.sa.gov.au/biosecurity/fruit_fly_in_sa/fruit_fly_outbreaks
mailto:info@faunarescue.org.au
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Volunteer/s needed to help with property relocation  
- hours to suit you 

This may involve aviary/cage transportation, trailer 
aviary relocation to possum release sites and/or 
installing possum boxes in suitable trees. This would 
assist carers who do not have the means or facilities 
to do this on their own. A vehicle with tow bar would 
be required and a trailer beneficial. 
If you can help, please contact the Property Officer —  
Kim Sutterby, at sutterbyk@adam.com.au 

Volunteer needed to help with Website  
Are you Website savvy or good at design ideas? 

We need a volunteer to help us improve our Website 
with some design/content suggestions.  
Could that be you? - If so, please contact Kerrie at 
email: kerrie_kelly@yahoo.com.au 

Fauna Rescue Clothing and Merchandise 

Rather than waiting to attend a Workshop, it may be 
easier for you to obtain Fauna Rescue merchandise 
from the below contacts– see list of items and prices 
in Members’ section of the Fauna Rescue website. 

You can still order directly from Kimberley at 

Blackwood phone 0416 678 910, or email: 

kraoux@gmail.com  

For northern people, limited stock is also available 
from Sue Gredley at Greenwith phone 0403 130 958. 
Sue has rescue baskets, laminated signs, lanyards, 
card holders and Hi-Viz jackets. 

WILDLIFE PERMITS 

Are you aware that all Fauna Rescue members require a permit 

to be a wildlife carer of protected native animals? 

You will need a permit, even if you only intend to provide short 

term care for a native animal you have rescued. 

From 1 July 2019, some species of animals were 
re-categorized by the Department of Environment and Water. 
Native animals are categorized into four native animal 
categories: Unprotected; Exempt; Basic and Specialist. Native 
Animal Categories are available on the DEW website at: https://
www.environment.sa.gov.au/licences-and-permits/wildlife-

permits/native-animal-categories 

For all the information you need, please go to the Fauna 
Rescue website, Members Section, click on the tab “Wildlife 
Permits”. Here you will find links to various information guides 
and instructions. To apply for a permit, download the relevant 
Wildlife Carer Permit Form, available at https://
www.environment.sa.gov.au/licences-and-permits/wildlife-
permits. Please be aware that non-releasable protected wildlife 
will also require a “Retain Protected Animals Unfit for Release” 
permit. 

Permit holders must comply with the permit conditions and 
certain requirements of the regulations relevant to the species’ 
they are caring for.  

New members - before applying for your permit, please speak 

to your Species Co-ordinator. 

All members -If you have applied for and obtained your 
permit, please provide a copy (showing your permit 
number and species covered) to your Species Co-ordinator 

to update Fauna Rescue’s membership records. 

Research Investigating Mental Health and Wellbeing of Animal Carers: University of Tasmania 

Fauna Rescue has received the following information from the Risk and Resilience Group, School of Psychological 
Sciences, College of Health and Medicine, at the University of Tasmania. Nicole Cushing, Dr Crystal Meehan and 
Associate Professor Kimberley Norris are psychologists and researchers with a particular interest in the resilience, wellbeing and 
mental health needs of individuals involved in the care and welfare of animals. They are conducting research exploring resilience 
in animal care professionals and would like to invite the members of Fauna Rescue to participate in this research. 
They are aware of the unique challenges faced by individuals who experience repeated exposure to the difficulties in caring for 
animals, as well as the rewards that come with successful outcomes. 
With this in mind, they are reaching out to see whether members may be interested in working with them to achieve the 
following goals: 
1. Identify resilience and wellbeing (both positive and negative) of animal care professionals in Australia. 
2. Identify what individual and workplace resources would benefit these individuals. 
3. Develop readily accessible resources to promote resilience and positive wellbeing in animal care professionals. 
If you are interested in participating, please use this link to the anonymous online survey : https://surveys2.utas.edu.au/
index.php/557744?lang=en. 
On completion of the survey participants will be invited to enter the draw to receive one of six $50 Coles/Myer gift vouchers. 
Please feel  free to share this invite with other Australian organisations and individuals involved in animal care.  
The researchers hope to capture the experiences of animal carers across a variety of occupations and roles, both as employees 
and volunteers across veterinary, wildlife, rescue and research services. This survey will be open until 31 July 2020. 

mailto:sutterbyk@adam.com.aui
mailto:kerrie_kelly@yahoo.com.au
mailto:kraoux@gmail.com
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/licences-and-permits/wildlife-permits/native-animal-categories
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/licences-and-permits/wildlife-permits/native-animal-categories
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/licences-and-permits/wildlife-permits/native-animal-categories
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/licences-and-permits/wildlife-permits
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/licences-and-permits/wildlife-permits
https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/licences-and-permits/wildlife-permits
https://surveys2.utas.edu.au/index.php/557744?lang=en
https://surveys2.utas.edu.au/index.php/557744?lang=en
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Making the Impossible Possible (Catching birds that can fly) 
I would like to share a good news story… I have started using a cat trap to catch injured birds that can 
fly. It takes the co-operation and patience of a member of the public as well.  
A lady called about a magpie with fishing line wrapped tightly around its leg. There is no way to catch 
a flying bird unless it trusts someone who feeds it. So I lent her my trap and within 2 days she caught 
the bird and took it to the vet – it was back home with its family the same day! 

The trap has also been instrumental in successfully catching a Sulphur-crested 
Cockatoo which had Psittacine Beak and Feather Disease and an Australian 

Magpie with most of its top beak missing. Both these birds would have suffered horrible deaths if not for 
the use of the trap and the co-operation of caring members of the public. 
If you see an injured or sick wild bird that can still fly, please contact Fauna Rescue which has recently 
purchased more of the traps and distributed them to bird carers and co-ordinators for loaning out to catch 
injured birds (and possums).  
When finding and/or trapping wildlife, please remember to make a note of the exact location where found 
so that it can be returned to its family if possible. 
By Chris Tanton 

Releasing Hand-reared Possums 

The possums were hand reared by Jill Caruso and Leanne Rundle as young joeys and later by Dina De Ruyter for buddying and 
aviary fitness. 

A big thank you to Merriwyn and Peter Thonard who have a property in Nangkita which used to be a 
deer farm with a lovely old forest, lots of spare paddocks and excellent fencing. They have already done 
some tree planting over the years and are hoping to plant more eucalyptus and other native trees for 
the wildlife in the future. 
Merriwyn and Peter were very happy for us to hard release a couple of male brushtails on their 
property. The possums were supplied supplementary food daily and monitored for several days until, 
after 5 days, the boys left their secure box and went out on their own into their new forever home. This 
indicates to possum carers that hard releasing can be ok but must be done correctly—make sure the 
area has the correct and sufficient food source for them to survive. 
It is important to note when releasing possums to make sure that we do not release too many males or, 
in fact, too many possums, in one area, especially as there will already be other wild possums that live 

in the area and, remember, the ones you release will have babies in the future as well. 
Many carers believe that soft releasing is better, but it must also be managed properly. Soft releasing in one area with too many 
possums creates a food source like “McDonald’s” for predators in the area that will be waiting for them when they are released 
and also create problems for other resident wildlife.  
Whatever type of releases you do the area will need to be managed properly to give your possums the best chance of survival. 
(Information obtained from Sydney University Possum studies and WIRES education material). 
Possums that have too much contact with you and are human friendly don’t do as well in the wild. Therefore, when your 
possums are at aviary stage ensure you have no contact, allowing them to become self-sufficient and providing the best chance 
of surviving in the wild. 
by Dina De Ruyter & Kerrie Kelly 

 

The views expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of Fauna Rescue of SA Inc. No responsibility is 
taken for any actions or outcome from information within this publication. 
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Bear, the baby flying-fox, was brought into the 
Adelaide Zoo during an early heat stress event on 
20 November last year by Katrina Boardman, 
where I was doing triage with Trudy Seidel, the 
vet assisting us on the day. 
Katrina brought him to our attention, as she was 
amazed at his totally black face.  He then 
misbehaved in his cage and caused trouble all 
evening when we opened the door to place other 
bats inside or to provide more hydration to 
others.  
Once rehydrated, Bear was amongst a group of bats that were later released back into the 
colony, with the hope that they would be reunited with their mothers overnight. 
A couple of days later, I went to Trudy’s house to collect 20 bats to care for myself and she 

nodded towards a cage full of bats and said “can you see who we have had come back into care?”  It was Bear and, as he had 
unfortunately not been reunited with mum, he had been rescued again. We knew it was 

definitely the same bat as we paint the toenails of the bats 
with nail varnish before we release them back into the colony 
in this situation, so that we can identify them as not being 
reunited; and there was Bear wearing his red nail varnish. 
Of course, he then HAD to come home with me! Even though 
he had been naughty at the Zoo and was one of the biggest 
bats in my care, he was very gentle and cuddly and well 
behaved once settled. 
Once he was old enough and at the next stage of his 
development, he was transferred to Ella Kuhnert’s crèche 
aviary, along with the other bats in my care, and joined some of the bats that had been housed 
at Fauna Rescue HQ to develop socialization and flying skills in preparation for release. 
The next stage was a transfer to the release aviary, which Fauna Rescue had built in Botanic Park 

underneath the Flying-fox colony.  Here the group familiarized themselves with their surroundings until the release hatch was 
opened seven days later on 5 April when they flew to freedom.  
Support feeding from outside the aviary continues until they develop their muscles to enable them to fly out far enough to feed 
themselves. 
When I stand under the colony observing the Flying-foxes, I can’t help myself looking around and checking out their faces to find 
an extra dark one. All the Flying-foxes in our care are banded on their thumb before release, so they can be identified if they 
ever came back into care for any reason.  
Good luck Bear, I hope you have many years of freedom and stay safe after a very difficult start in life.  
Some animals that pass through your care stay clearly in your memory forever and Bear will be top of the list. 
Written by Jackie Hunt 

From the Editor 
If you have any interesting or funny stories for our newsletter, please 
forward them via email to: jeanmarilyn.smith@gmail.com 

Please ensure that any documents are prepared in Word format (doc or 
docx) and any photos are resized to small size before sending.  
Thank you 

❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖ 

Bear in Creche Aviary 

Bear when he first came into  
care  

Bear in Release Aviary 

The story of Bear the baby Flying-fox 

Painting toenails of  
the Flying-foxes 

mailto:jeanmarilyn.smith@gmail.com
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Fluffy – One Lucky Tawny Frogmouth 

Fluffy is a Tawny Frogmouth (Podargus strigoides) who came into our care on 4 December 2019. He had been 
spotted falling from the sky with a bird of prey flying extremely close by (it is 
likely he was struggling and broke free from its grasp). Lucky for him, he was 
quickly found by a concerned member of the public and brought into our care. 
He was still a fledgling and could not fly, but within three or four days he was 
trying. 

He was so very small, not quite as long as a 
pen (approx. 15cm). We started feeding him 
mincemeat with a calcium supplement and 
he grew well. He didn’t like his cage in the 

lounge room, so he flies around the house as he pleases and prefers to perch on 
top of his cage or the fan at night. He wakes up at first light calling for a feed and, 
if that doesn’t work, he perches on my chest. 

His latest thing, when he’s feeling sooky, is to fly over and snuggle right up close and watch TV with me. So far he’s 
killed the carpet, sun glasses, reading glasses, the newspaper and many many more items; you get the picture! He 
still won’t feed himself but, when he does, we have an extra aviary (that’s a joke) – I’ll keep you up to date as he 
progresses. 

Written by Jane Budich 

11 January 2020 

Fluffy Update (Karen Collins, Wombats SA) 17 May 2020 

Clearly, Fluffy is a special bird as well as a lucky one. In case you are wondering, we 
have included this story of Fluffy because he has, at the same time, the most awful 
bad luck mixed with the best luck in the world. He was born a wild Tawny Frogmouth 
and, but for the amazing ‘luck’ of being dropped by the bird of prey carrying him 
home for dinner and being immediately found, he would have died as a wild Tawny Frogmouth chick. We can thank 
the unnamed member of the public who brought Fluffy in to Jane and Phil Budich to look after. We must thank Jane 
and Phil for their incredible (and complicated) care of Fluffy as we have watched him grow from a chick to a 
precocious young adult in their care. 

As Wombats SA / Natural History Society of SA, we have a policy of making sure there is a place for animals to live 
their natural lives in the wild. As a result of his remarkable story, we now have Fluffy who, although he will never be 
able to live in the wild, is happy to play the role of being an ambassador for his species.  So many people know so 
little about Tawny Frogmouths (ie, they are NOT owls, but are more closely related to nightjars). We hope Fluffy will 
be able to share with others how very beautiful he and his kind are; and how much their habitat needs to be 
protected. 

Fluffy soon outgrew the accommodation provided for him as a chick inside and is 
now very happy in a large outside aviary next door to a Sulphur-crested 
Cockatoo and others who have been rescued from injuries that, sadly, did not 
allow them to be re-released into the wild even though they are now healthy.* 

*All animals rescued by Jane and Phil, who can be released back into the wild 
after their healing and recuperation, are released. The ones who remain in their 
care will live out their lives in as natural an environment as possible and with the 
care they need. 

Baby Fluffy joining 
in the action 

Learning how to self-feed 

Making friends 

Fluffy in his big boy 
accommodation 
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My time on Kangaroo Island 

by Barb Copus 

I headed over to Kangaroo island (KI) early in the New Year 
looking for a week or so of reading a book, doing some walks, 
bike rides and generally having a relax. Instead what I 
experienced was 2½ weeks of volunteering at the Kangaroo 
Island Wildlife Park and Aquarium, run by Sam and Dana 
Mitchell, after the bushfires in January 2020. This fire was 
started by a lightning strike in late December. It burnt most 
of the Flinders Chase National Park, caused significant stock 
losses, destroyed more than 60 homes and a hundred other 
buildings and, caused the death of 2 locals. 
Large contingents of volunteer firefighters, army personnel 
and volunteers all pulled together to help local residents, 
their stock and the Island’s wildlife. I worked long hours, 
learnt how to wrangle a koala, feed joeys and generally look 
after injured wildlife. I met and worked with a wonderful 
group of people, many of whom I have kept in contact with 
since leaving. The work we did made a huge difference to the 
large number of native wildlife that was brought into the 
park, most of which were koalas.  
A day or so after my arrival on KI I heard that there was a 
callout for volunteers for a variety of different jobs. As I’m a 
Registered Nurse I thought I could help out at the local 
hospital as I also volunteer at the Adelaide Zoo and am a 
member of Fauna Rescue looking after injured animals for 
rehabilitation and release, so I had experience with animals. I 
was asked if I was happy to travel out to Parndana to the 
wildlife park as they were beginning to get some burnt 
animals in and needed help. Local resident, Phoebe, and I 
headed out the first day and after a tour around the park 
started off by bottle feeding the koala joeys.  
Every day I would arrive at the park by around 8.30am and 
start working on anything, from cleaning out cages, collecting 
fresh water, moving koalas to and from the hospital, helping 
to change bandages, rehydrate wildlife with subcutaneous 
fluids, triage injured animals as they were brought in by 
locals and rescuers, organize fresh brush for feeding, as well 
as helping to sort through the immense amount of goods 
that were donated by people from everywhere.  
Early on in my time there we had to evacuate from the park 
as another fire came through the area but, although a lot of 
the area was burnt, the park and nearby township of 
Parndana escaped unscathed. However, the road and 
surrounding area did not. 
After the first week my daughter Lara joined me on the island 
to also help; she is 17 years old and loves all animals. 
Currently she is doing Year 12 at Urrbrae so felt she could 
help whilst learning at the same time. I believe she enjoyed 
her time there, met a variety of people including ‘Vet on the 
Hill’ star Scott. Unfortunately she also saw animals with 
severe injuries that needed to be euthanized. Continued on Page 9 

Singie, one of 
the first patients 

I’ve got a burnt 
nose and paws 

I just need 
a cuddle 

This wheelbarrow 
is my ambulance 

I think I’m  
dreaming—but 

I’ve been sedated 

I’m on the road 
to recovery 

The Inflatable 
Hospital 

Transportable 
Hospital 

The different species of injured native animals brought into the park 

Sedated Echidna 

Wedge-tailed Eagle 
with burnt wings 

Kestrel with open 
break to wing 

Pygmy Possum 

Dobbie, baby Brushtail 
Possum 

Sam & Billy with 
Goanna 
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My Time on Kangaroo Island, continued 

During the time that I spent there so many animals came through the park that we had to 
increase the number of enclosures for the immediate care of the burnt koalas, have new ‘soft 
release’ enclosures built and work out where koalas could be released once they were given 
the all clear by the vets. A hospital was needed, and this was one of the first things that Sam 
and Dana organized by buying a transportable which was then brought over by ferry and 
placed near the enclosures. Until this arrived we used a table in a small garden shed, the 
kitchen in the park, a table in the outdoor eating area and finally an inflatable hospital. After I 
returned home, people from ‘The Block’ on Channel 9 came over and built a house in a week 
for the koala joeys which, up until then, were all living in Sam and Dana’s lounge room.  
This experience is something I will remember for the rest of my life; I hope to return to the 
park very soon to help once again and to see first-hand how things have changed and how 
everyone is fairing. 

Some of the Team 

Phoebe, local 
resident 

Belinda, SAVEM 

Garnett, Army Vet 

Jess, Army Vet; 
Flick, Local Vet; 
Barb  

Alex, Koala wrangler 

Bree, Army Reserve 

Army Reserve Boys 

Thank you to all 
of you, from all 
of us 

Barb & Lara 

Dana, Connor & Barb 

We are getting better 

So am I 
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A Tale of Two Wombats 

By Jane Budich 

Philip and I own 300 acres just north of Moorunde. We rescue injured and orphaned wildlife as members of Fauna Rescue, with a 
particular passion for Southern Hairy-nosed Wombats. On the 29 February and 13 March 2020 two young wombat joeys came into 
our care. They were both found on the Blanchetown-to-Morgan Road about 1 km 

apart. Both mothers had been killed on the road and 
the young were picked up by caring members of the 
public who contacted me. 
The first joey was a male weighing only 385g (Billy the 
Kid). The second one was a female weighing 1.2kg 
(Kitty Kat). We feed them every 6 hours with 
Wombaroo milk replacement formula. After a feed 
they are put back in their pouches, into solid boxes 
along with their heat pads. Being so young they have 
adjusted well and now weigh 1kg and 2.4kg 
respectively and are coming along well.  
I would just ask that if anyone finds a wombat or kangaroo still in its mother’s pouch and attached 
to the teat, please do not pull it off the teat as this can dislocate the jaw. The teat needs to be cut 
off and left in the joey’s mouth; it will spit it out when it is ready – the joey won’t swallow it! 

A Note from Wombats SA 

These young joeys would never have survived the tragic loss of their mothers on the road. Luckily, they were found and rescued by 
members of the public who reported them to Fauna Rescue, who contacted Jane. These wombats have been lucky to have a 
second chance at life and, although they will never be able to live in the wild without a massive rehabilitation program (being 
taken into care so young), they will live happy, healthy lives under the care of Jane and Phil Budich. 
Let us hope they can also ‘speak’ for their species to the world. 

To Love a Rescuer 

To love a rescuer you must love all of her. You must love the scars covering her body from panicked and hurt animals 
she was trying to help. You must love her fractured heart, that has been broken so many times she no longer even 
takes the time to mend the pieces. 
To love a rescuer you must embrace her grit and determination, and know that although she fights a war she can 
never win, she can and does win a few battles. You must love the tears she will shed over those she lost. You must 
give her comfort that she refuses to accept, as she blames herself for things she could have never foreseen.  
To love a rescuer you must acknowledge the rage she feels towards the world at times, and know that anger is driven 
by a love of life too few have. You must give her space and room to cry and mourn for the losses that others have 
caused out of carelessness or cruelty. 
To love a rescuer you must understand her passion to heal and save is a calling, not a choice. You must accept that to 
save animals is part of her soul and without that she could never be happy. 
To love a rescuer you must be patient. You must accept her work comes first. She will forgo sleep, forgo food, forgo 
her life for animals in need. She will work tirelessly until her body and mind fail her completely and she cannot go on.  
To love a rescuer you must be strong. You must not be threatened by her focus and love of animals. You must accept 
that the things you love about her, the strength and convictions and loyalty are also what drives her sense of duty to 
animals in need; you cannot have one without the other. 
To love a rescuer you must never ask her to choose, because she will, and it will not be you. 
Anonymous.  

  Billy the Kid 

  Kitty Kat 
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AND,  We have received a ‘Thank You’ message and card to 
all our members from the Kangaroo Island Wildlife 
Network.  
Without our members and donors support Fauna Rescue 
would not have been able to provide the much needed 
assistance to other organizations “on the ground” to assist 
the bushfire survivors or to provide food drops to the 
refugees in need following the massive habitat destruction. 
 

“Dear Fauna Rescue Team, 
On behalf of the Kangaroo Island Wildlife Network I wanted to send a sincere thank you for thinking of 
our beautiful Island and it's unique wildlife during the 2019-2020 fire events. 
The goods you purchased/donated were very much appreciated. Other donations from so many generous 
organizations and individuals will go towards the continued rehabilitation of our Wildlife and it's 
habitats.  To learn more about our present and upcoming projects, visit our website at: 
https://kiwildlifenetwork.wixsite.com/kiwn 

I have attached a little thank you card for you to share with your Community. 
Kind regards,  
Katie Welz 

President 

Kangaroo Island Wildlife Network” 

Thank you 

Bushfire Relief Fund 

Hosted by Maud Street 
Gallery, Brisbane 

Fauna Rescue would like to say thank you to all 

our kind donors; with acknowledgement to the 

following organizations, companies and members 

of the public for their substantial donations and/or 

help: 

K J Grattidge / Matthew Fagan  

Alyson Tannenbaum, Lobethal 

Paul Kershaw, Beaumont 

Anastasia Michailov, Coromandel Valley 

Tracy Holland  

Sheryn Foord  

Kinghorn Foundation 

  Elizabeth Swanbury 

  of Swanbury Penglase 

 

 Jeremy Duffy 

 C e l a  d ' o r  P t y  L t d  

 B a r r i s t e r s  B l o c k W i n e s   

Ben Caldwell,  
SOMOS & Juguette Winery,  
McLaren Vale,  
Limited Edition Wine fundraiser for 
Bushfire recovery 

https://kiwildlifenetwork.wixsite.com/kiwn
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